Modular
Drawer
Cabinets
Get the highest density storage solution for small
to mid-sized products, while reducing your storage
footprint by as much as 60%.

High Capacity Storage
Lyon Modular Drawer Cabinets provide you with the
highest capacity storage solution. Our 24” and 18”
shallow depth cabinets are designed to fit your toughest
space constraints allowing you the same flexibility as
our standard, 30” deep cabinets.

Precision
Lyon drawer systems feature high-strength steel rails
and precision slides with Delrin® rollers. These slides
are maintenance free, self lubricating and well suited for
rigorous day to day use. Lyon Modular Drawer Cabinets
offer full extension, 450 pound capacity drawers.

Delrin® rollers are much better
suited for slides compared to steel
ball bearings. This highly durable
material has properties similar to
some metals.

Flexibility
Lyon cabinets are designed around a “Building-Block”
approach. Offered in 90 sizes with depths of 30”, 24”
and 18”. This modularity allows for unequalled storage
flexibility to grow as your needs do. Side-by-side,
back-to-back, or stacked on top of one another, LYON
Modular Drawer Cabinets provide flexibility when you
need it.

Learn more at lyonworkspace.com or
call Customer Service at 800-323-0082
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Specifications:
1

Side and back anchoring holes for
multi-cabinet attachment

2

Top knock-out holes for multi-level stacking

3

Lock cylinder with dust cover and two jumbo
keys

4

Single-wall drawer construction

5

Ergonomic handles with removable labels and
shields

6

1.
9 Slotted interior drawer walls accept dividers and
partitions which allows for reconfiguring of drawers
when needed
•

Wide base opening for typical forklift access

Removable base closure panels, both front and
back

•

All attachment and anchoring fasteners included

•

90 cabinet sizes

7

Rugged, reinforced cabinet base channels

•

15 drawer heights available

8

High-performance, full extension
450 lb. drawer suspension

•

7 color choices creating
49 cabinet/drawer-door combinations

Learn more at lyonworkspace.com or
call Customer Service at 800-323-0082

